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“We’re excited to see how HyperMotion Technology will allow us to create
a new level of realism in games,” said Oliver Bierhoff, FIFA Game Director

at EA. “Everything from the way we create the grass when we hold the
camera, to how you move during your run to being tackled. We’re

committed to making players feel alive like never before.” FIFA 22 will be
available for Xbox One, PlayStation 4, PC, MAC, and STEAM on September
29th in North America, September 30th in Europe, and October 4th in the

UK. Check out the trailer and screenshots below for an idea of what FIFA 22
offers.A fishing boat, according to the title of the article, is visiting the

Dardanelles: The unusual visitor is a single-masted Swedish fishing boat
which is stranded in the Dardanelles Strait, about 70 km north of Istanbul.
The boat was spotted in the deep waters of the Dardanelles strait between
the Bosporus and the Sea of Marmara, the IHS Jane's Information Group,

which monitors shipping traffic for Oil Week, said. The reason for the boat's
appearance in the strait is not known, but the IHS site is skeptical: "It is
unlikely that the boat was operating a solo voyage, but it is difficult to

understand the reason for its travel," an IHS spokesman said. "It is possible
that the crew could be planning a longer-term stay, but at this stage they

are not likely to be planning a return journey." The boat is the Rannes.
Original article: [cyber] www.cybershoes.gr (Ελλάδα)Q: Debugging/Logging

SQL Server trigger I need a little help regarding Microsoft SQL Server
trigger. I have created a single row trigger - something like this : create
trigger [dbo].[trgCurrency_Change] on [dbo].[Currencies] for insert as

DECLARE @IDUser int ,@Currency varchar(10) declare @exchangeRate
float SET @IDUser = (SELECT MAX(IDUser)
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Features Key:

Take command of the pitch in FIFA 22. Achieve total control as you dictate
possession, choose your next move, and earn praise for your tactical acumen. 
Play the complete, high-intensity football match in motion. In June 2017, some of
the world’s best players played a full match in motion capture suits as part of FIFA
research. 
HyperMotion Technology powered by data from the world’s top professional
footballers. Create ‘alien’ moves you didn’t know were possible.
Discover a football world that changes every single day. Build your ideal team,
complete player unlocks and customize your entire squad. 
Innovative gameplay – switch off the tactics screen to control the flow of play on
the pitch.
Focus on your players, create your team and fully customize the equipment. 
Disrupt the opposition with flexible and unpredictable tactics. Switch from a 4-4-2
diamond to a 4-3-3 as you see fit.
Take on opposition in advanced or smart tactical modes to truly personalize the
experience and come up with new ways to dominate.
Player and Manager of the Year awards. Who will take the FIFA 22 MVP award?
Create kits and stadium design dream’s – produce some amazing visuals that
make your club stand out.
Play in all five home nations with authentic squads - England, France, Germany,
Italy, and Spain;
Choose to play in authentic kits or in alternate kits based on your nation. 
Continue your Pro’s journey in the new Story mode. FIFA 22 introduces the all-new
Path to Glory. Gain new goals throughout the story, unlock new clubs, be ranked
on your way to the top! 
Live out your dreams as both a manager and a player. 
Customize your squad by painting the colors of your choice.
Engage in the world’s first major discussion where fans and the media are talking
about FIFA on social media.
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